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SPECIALIZED QUADRUPOLE MASS
SPECTROMETER (PHASE V)
INTRODUCTION
Since 1963, the development of Specialized Quadrupole Mass
Spectrometers has been performed by Perkin-Elmer Aerospace Division
(ASD) for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration at Goddard
Space Flight Center. This development has been performed to obtain
small systems for the analysis of the constituents of the earth's
and other planetary atmospheres. This development program has been
documented in the final reports prepared for Contracts NAS5-34531 _-
and NAS5-II0452. Applications of the instruments developed have
been utilized in earth~orbital satellites, e.g., the OGO-F Satel-
lite Program, and in sub-orbltal sounding rockets launched by Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC). This report covers the development
effort (Phase V) since the conclusion of Contract NAS5-II045 and
describes the design improvement of the quadrupole mass spectrometer
to provide increased analytical capability and performance of the
system. The performance obtained from the systems fabricated showed
a marked improvement in the sensitivity, resolving power and dynamic _
range over that of the previously produced designs.
_: i. The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Aerospace Division, Summary of the
Development of the Specialized Mass Spectrometer and Study Reports,
Final Report prepared under Contract NASb-3453, National%
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland.2. The Perkln-Elmer Corporation, Aerospace Division, Summary of the
i Development of the Specialized Quaarupole Mass Spectrometer -
Phase IV, Final Report prepared under Contract NAS5-11045,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.
!
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OBJECTIVES
The initial contract, NAS5-II185 as defined by the Statement
of Work, was for four cylindrical rod quadrupole mass spectrometers
reflecting the integration of specialized instrumentation developed
and produced under Contract NAS5-II045 and NAS5-3453. During March
of 1969 the contract was modified to reduce the quantity from four
cylindrical rod systems to three hyperbolic rod systems with exten-
sive modification in the design.
The contract was further amended to Incorpo_mLe four design
studies, which a_e listed below:
a. Quadrupole Optimization Study - dealing with the theo-
retical optimization of the ion source and quadrupole
analyzer design upon specification of system requirements.
b. Quadrupole Ion Entrance Mask Study - Studying the increase
in quadrupole resolving power which can be gained by
mechanically eliminating a large portion of the ions that
cause mass peak tails.
c. Quadrupole Segmented Rod Study- Analysis of the potential
improvement in quadrupole performance which can be gained
with the use of segmented quadrupole rods and delayed dc
rod biasing.
d. Inlet Sampling Tube Study - study of the design requirements
for gas sampling inlet lines for quadrupole mass spectrom-
eter systems encased within atmospheric reentry vehicles.
The final reports for the above four studies were submitted under
separate covers on Contract NASS-III85.
The contract was later amended to include the design, fabrication
and test of an open ion source similar to those used in the Rocket
Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers, under Contract NAS5-31443. This effort
consisted of miniaturizing the open ion source to make it compatible
with the Specialized Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers, while retaining the
object-imaging focusing system for the acceptance of energetic and
angular molecules.
3. The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Aerospace Division, Ion Focusing
Study, Final report prepared under Contract NAS5-3144, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland.
r
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The final modification to the contract was to perform the design
activity and produce fabrication drawings for an advanced Specialized
Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer utilizing four inch quadrupole rods with
reduced rod spacing.
DESIGN
The Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer developed under Contract NAS5-II045
indicated that a substantial improvement in performance characteristics
could be obtained utilizing extremely precise quadrupole rod alignment
and hyperbolic quadrupole rods. Following this program further per-
formance improvement and reliability of the design was felt possible
by considerations of the following:
a. Quadrupole Ion Entrance Masking. The mechanical elimination
of unstable ions entering the quadrupole which have initial
conditions that do not allow them to be rejected by the
quadrupole mass filter, because the length of the rods is
terminated to a finite value. These unstable ions cause the
large tails on the sides of the mass peaks in conventional
quadrupole designs. The crosstalk of two adjacent masses,
at a given resolution, will thus be improved significantly
by reducing the magnitude of these tails.
b. Mechanical Isolation and Ease of Assembly. The mounting of
the ion source, quadrupole rods and electron multiplier was
felt to be a self-contained structurally solid system and,
thus, should be isolated from the vacuum envelope (housing)
in order to reduce stresses on the system by both environ-
Jmental and tolerance conditions of the vacuum envelope.Also, packaging advantages could be obtained by having all-t' electrical feedthroughs located on one side of the system,and, furthermore, by utilizing a baseplate approach, all
mountings and feedthroughs could be located on a flat
surface. The vacuum envelope would then be a simple cover,
allowing the testing and tuneup to be performed in a nude
configuration, after which the cover could be welded to the
baseplate. This approach should reduce the cost of the
housing by eliminating costly machining operations. Another
advantage of the baseplate approach is that the system could :
be easily assembled and worked on, since the majority of
the parts would be accessible in the final assembly form. ,_
c. Elimination of Neutral Background Level. Because of the
axial nature of the quadrupole mass spectromater, lons
formed in the ion source can undergo charge exchange with
neutral molecules, leaving neutralized molecules which have a
3
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velocity vector down the axis of the ion source and quadru-
pole. These neutrals, formed in the ion source, are unaf-
fected by the electric fields of the quadrupole mass filter
and continue to the detector of the system. When an electron
multiplier is used as the detector, these neutrals generate
secondary electrons at the first dynode of the multiplier,
causing a constant background level as the mass range of the
system is swept over. The intensity of this level is a
function only of the total pressure within the ion source.
Two means were considered to reduce this phenomena. The
first, as proposed by the University of Michigan, was to
simply offset the electron multiplier and utilize its
leakage field to bend the ions into its entrance aperture.
The second, was to offset the multiplier and build a
deflector mechanism to focus the ions exiting the quadru-
pole into the entrance aperture of the multiplier.
Ion Entrance Masking
The design of a mask to effectively reduce the magnitude of peak
tails was undertaken in a separate study program, as previously
explained. However, in order to justify this study program the Phase
IV B quadrupole system manufactured under Contract NAS5-11045, was
provided with masks of various sizes at the ion entrance aperture
(ion source nozzle). The data obtained from this instrument showed
a marked reduction in peak tails could be obtained with a relatively
small loss in sensitivity (due to the area reduction of the entrance
aperture). These data proved that the masking theory was sound, and
thus, the study program was pursued to obtain the information
necessary to optimize the design of a mask.
The study of the ion entrance aperture mask included extensive
computer acquired data with results showing that masking the ions
entering the quadrupole very near the X and Y axes does indeed improve
the resolution of the system. ]
J
The resolution of the quadrupole is largely limited by the tails
on either side of the peak. These tails are caused by ions which are I
theoretlcally unstable, but possess a small amplitude at the end of
a finite length quadrupole. Other parameters, such as res lutlon,
phase of entry and inltial angle and amplitude also play a large role
in d_termlnlng the amplitude or size of the tails.
As shown in the mask study, the most penetrating unstable ions
are those with small inltial amplitude and angle. This is true for all
phases of entry. There are conditions where a large initial amplitude
( .
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and large initial angle can make an ion very penetrating for a given
quadrupole length, but this is generally restricted to a few
entrance phase angles. The conclusion derived from the theoretical
and computer analyses is, that elimination of ions with small initial
amplitude improves the performance of a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
This elimination is accomplished by a cross grid at the exit side
of the nozzle.
A tradeoff of improved data quality versus sensitivity occurs,
however, when partial elimination of ions occur. In the actual
quadrupole system delivered the optimum theoretical tradeoff condi-
tions were obtained when 0.003 by 0.002 inch wires were crossed over
the nozzle opening of 0.010 inch diameter.
Mechanical Isolation and Mounting Design
The mechanical design requirements, imposed by the necessity
of a mechanically isolated mass spectrometer assembly (ion source,
quadrupole mass filter, and electron multJplier) within a vacuum
housing, basically implies that single point mounting of the assembly
to the housing be utilized. This would thus prevent external
stresses (from the housing or the external environment) from causing
any distortions or mechanical shifting in the parts cf the mass
spectrometer components. This approach is not compatible with the
mass spectrometer requirements, however, since a number of connections
to the housing are necessary, e.g., electrical wiring of electrodes
to vacuum feedthroughs and sample inlet tubulation.
As a compromise three flexure Joints were utilized to Join the
mass spectrometer assembly to the housing. These flexure Joints
allow relative freedom of movement in two axes, but restricted motion
in the third axis, at a single point.
# Two flexure plates were used, one at each end of the quadrupole
rod assembly. These plates provided damped flexibility as the
lateral axes of the rod assembly and relatively large freedom of
movement in the axial direction. The axial flexibility was then
restricted at a single point by the use of a rod assembly which
was rigid in _he axial direction, but was flexible In the lateral
axes. The flexure plates are shown in Figure 1, and the axlal
rod assembly is shown in Figure 2.
The hyperbolic quadrupole rod assembly was redesigned from the
Phase IV B configuration, in order to insure alignment of the rods
- | rather than allowing for adjustment during assembly to provide the
required alignment. The second goal of this redesign was to decrease
i the weight of the quadrupole rods, since the Phase IV B rod assembly
1 '
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was not engineered to minimize weight, but rather to obtain
stability for the rod alignment. The new design consisted of bored
out monel rods upon which the hyperbolic surface was ground. At
each end of tbe rod, two flat flange surfaces were ground, spaced
ninety degrees from each other. The resultant rod is shown in
Figure 3. A precision ground ceramic spacer was placed between the
flat flanges of the adjacent rods. Each of tilef_,ur flat ceramic
spacers were located with respect to each other by designing them
onto a flat ceramic plate, which in turn was mounted to the flexure
plates at each end of the rod assembly. The ceramic plate at the
ion source end of the rod assembly also provided the alignment
criteria for the ion source nozzle. This was accomplished by
locating a precision hole in the ceramic, through which the nozzle
was inserted, using dowel pin locating clearances between the nozzle
and the ceramic. The exiting ions are transmitted to the electron
multiplier through a large centered hole located in the ceramic
at the ion exit end of the rod assembly. The ceramic plate, with
the rod spacing tabs, used at the end of the rods is shown in
Figure 4.
A structural analysis of the rod assembly, flexure plates and
ceramic plates was performed and th_ results of this analysis is
p:esented in Appendix A.
The sample inlet connection between the ion source and the
housing was designed to incorporate a bellows. This was done in
order to maintain mechanical Isoiation for the sample inlet tubu-
l_,:ion connections. A photograph of this connection and the ion
source is shown in Figure 5.
Elimination of Neutral Background Level\
While the two methods ment'oned earlier were considered for
elimination of the neutral background level, a variation of the
second proposed method was utilized. This method involved using the
electron multiplier as both the deflector and as a detector. By
sacrificin_ the use of one stage of the multiplier gain, the first
dynode could be utilized as an ion deflector and still effectively
reduce the neutral level. A second aperture could then be placed
between the deflector lens (first dynode) and the first secondary
electron emitting stage (second dynode), such that the lens geometry
in front of the electron multiplier would remain the same.
Conversations with ITT Electron Tube Division, the multiplier
supplier, indicated that this approach could be incorporated into
the previously used F4020 AM multiplier. A geometry for this frQnt
end of th_ multiplier was chosen end evaluated by ion trajectory
!
i (
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plotting using a digital computer. A plot of a number of trajectories
is shown in Figure 6. These results showed that the deflector-
multiplier method could be utilized effectively.
By incorporating the ion deflector into the electron multi-
plier assembly, an advantage was gained in the deslgTt and fabrication
of the vacuum envelope. The envelope could thus be _tliltin a qingle
straight sec=ion, rather than having to include a multiplier housing
mounted at ninety degrees to the analyzer housing. The electron
multiplier was designed to be supported by a bracket, which in turn
mounted to the flexure plate at the ion exit end of the quadru-
pole rod assembly.
A photograph of the mass spectrometer assembly is shown in
Figure 7. This photograph shows the flat plate mounting surface in
which all of the electrical feedthroughs are located. The electron
multiplier and its mounting bracket are also clearly shown in this
photograp;.. The _acuum envelope then consisted of a simple cover
which mounted over the assembly and was electron beam welded around
the edges to se_l the seams. *
Open Ion Source Design
A miniaturized version of the open ion source developed under
Contract NAS5-3144 was designed to be compatible with the smaller
- quadrupole systems developed for the analysis of planetary atmos-
pheres. This effort consisted of scaling down the dimensions and
focusing properties of the earlier ion source. The resultant design
was then tested with one of the current developed systems.
Advanced Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer Design
The design work for a further miniaturization of the Specialized
Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer was performed based upon the results of
the optimization study generated on this contract. The final design
of the four inch quaarupole system has a smaller block dual fila-
ment ion source with the inlet through one of the anodes. A
chamber was also designed as part of the inlet system to thermal-
ltze the molecules by wall collisions. The dual filament ion
source, in addition to the changes mentioned above, was redesigned
so that its conductance was decreased from approxtme_ly fifty to
about fifteen cubic centimeters per second. The hyperbolic rods,
alo: 3 with the decrease in lensth fro: six inches to four lnchest
had the quadrupole rod spactn8 parameter, ro, decreased from 0.200
to 0.100 inch.
7
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The multiplier geometry is also decreased such that the entire
system, except for the thermalizing chamber, fits inside a cylindri-
cal housing of about 1.75 inches outside diameter by about ten inches
long. All the electrical connections are routed through feedthroughs
on either end of the cylinder. The multiplier is a deflector type,
as described above, with of course, a smaller geometry. A further
miniaturization of the open ion source was also performed to obtain
compatibility with the smaller geometry requirements. The fabri-
cation and performance results of these instruments will be reported
in Phase VI of the development program, now being performed under
Contract NAS5-I1308.
C_HRONOLOGICAL EVENTS AND TEST RESULTS
Studies on the Phase IV B Analyzer
The dual filament ion source was installed in the Phase IV B
quadrupole analyzer on 9 June 1969. Considerable effort was expended
to optimize the operation of the dual filament ion source. This
effort was directed towards obtaining a set of operational curves
with varying conditions so that the optimal operating parameters could
be determined. Some of these operational curves are shown in Figures
8 through I0. The best data was obtained with reduced ion energy
and ion energy spread, as shown in Figure Ii, however there was a
considerable sacrifice of intensity to obtain the data shown in this
figure. At this time, the Aperture Mask Study was just beginning and
the decision was made to try a Y-axis mask by placing a 0.00] inch
wire _n the appropriate orientation at the nozzle. Several scans
were made, but there was no appreciable change of the peak shape
except for the reduction of the intensity because of the wire masking
_ some of the ions.
The rod polarity was reversed to determine the effect in the
X-axis, but again there was no appreciable change in data. The reason
for the lack of improvement became obvious after the mask study was
completed, but at the early stages of the investigation there were no
guide rules to follow to indicate the size and effect of the mask.
i Later, when the masking effect was better understood it was calculated
that a 0.001 inch wire would only reduce the tails by less than ten
I percent of their initial value. This is a reduction which could easily
go unnoticed with all the other variations that can occur.
| As mentioned above, having no guide rules to go by at that time,
it was decided to try an upper limit of wire size to make the effect
very apparent.
I
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The size of the upper limit was partially determined by the
amount of intensity loss which was to be sustained. The wire size
was determined to be 0.005 inch. The wire was spot welded onto
the nozzle and a scan was run. Figure 12 shows this scan, which
obviates the tail reduction when compared with a similar scan
(Figure 13) without any mask. The rod polarity was again reversed
to determine the tail reduction in the X-axis and again a dramatic
decrease appeared, as shown in Figure 14.
A wire size mask of 0.005 inch with 0.010 inch diameter nozzle,
however, would eliminate most of the intensity; thus, the mask was
changed to a 0.003 inch wire cross, which reduced the intensity to
about forty percent of its initial value. A scan of the m/e 28
region with the 0.003 inch cross is shown in Figure 15. In the
same figure, the tail magnitude, as it would appear witt.out a mask,
is drawn approximately in the Y-axis.
TEST OF THE PHASE V QUADP.UPOLE SYSTEM
Considerable effort was spent in testing and optimizing the
first new quadrupole system. Every new test conducted with this
system appeared to produce excellent data, much improved over the
past quadrupole data of the earlier configurations. Figure 16 shows
a typical linear scan of resolution versus tail slope, while
Figures 17 through 21 show a scan over m/e i to 140. Note that the
dynamic range of this system is over six decades.
7
The operation of this system is so good that resolution of
CO_ (M = 44.0039) and C3_ (M = 44.0776) was possible, as shown in
Figure 22. This separation requires a resolving power of over 605.
Resolving powers of about 900 were obtained with this quadrupole.
The sensitivity of this quadrupole configuration was measured
at about i x 10-7 amperes per torr. In order to increase the sensi-
tivity, the second system (defined as S/N 02) was redesigned to
increase the nozzle opening. The aperture was increased to 0.020 i
inch diameter and a roughly rectangular etched mask was placed at
the nozzle exit. The mask has a geometry approximating a cross of
0.003 by 0.002 inch. This redesigned nozzle system was tested and
found to possess a sensitivity of about 3.5 x 10-7 amperes per tort.
This increase in sensitivity was, however, obtained at the expense
of other parameters such as resolution, for example, the 100 per-
cent transmission cutuff point for the first system is about m/e
90, while that for the second system was about m/e 60.
9
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After testing the serial number 02 system, its cover was
electron beam welded and the system underwent acceptsnce testing in
December of 1969 with a typical scan shown in Figure 23. The unit
was carried to GSFC by Goddard personnel on 17 December 1969. The
acceptance data package for this system is provided in Appendix B.
The serial number 03 instrument consisted of the quadrupole
rod assembly, from the first system tested, and a miniaturized
open ion source.
Considerable testing was done with this unit in an attempt to
optimize the mode of operation. The nozzle geometry of the open
ion source was the same as the second unit, optimized for sensitivity
and not fcr resolution. The sensitivity of the open ion source
system was measured at approximately 1.7 x 10-7 amperes per torr.
Typical of the optimization efforts is Figure 24, showing the
variation of spectrum shape as a function of quadrupole biasing
with respect to the accelerator. Figure 25 is a scan that was
optimized over the entire mass spectrum shown.
The open ion source system (S/N 03) was hand carried to GSFC
by Goddard personnel Zn February 1970. This unit was shipped nude
(without the cover).
The third instrument, identified as serial number 0i, consists
of the dual filament ion source, which was tested from June to
Octobez of 1969, with the data shown in Figures 8 through 22 and a
third set of rods and multiplier. Serial number Ol has the small
nozzle aperture (0.010 inch) with the 0.003 inch wire cross as a
mask.
Testing of serial number 01 was conducted in June of 1970 and
acceptance testing was to
after hand carried GSFC.
Most of the backup optimization data is enclosed in the Accep-
tance Test Procedure data package which is prcvided in Appendix C.
A typical background spectrum is shown in Figure 26. A spectrum of
air plus background is shown in Figure 27 with the data over the
m/e 28 peak showing the amplitude change with change of high voltage
in the electron multiplier. Figure 28 shows the same spectrum with
the multiplier high voltage at -2900 volts. Figures 29 through 34
; show the variation of spectrum shape with varying operating parameters.
After the unit was welded to the cover the acceptance test was run
and the data, as usual, improved somewhat because of the more i
efficient differential pumping. Figure 35 shows the last run taken
of the final welded configuration.
l
_t
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At the same time that serial number 01 was delivered the third
dual filament ion source was also delivered fully assembleo died
having a nozzle geometry identical to that of unit serial number 02.
CONCLUSIONS
The Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers developed under this contract
have attained the highest operating performance of any of the
previously designea ystems generated under the earlier contracts.
Empirical data has shown that ion masking improves the per-
formance of a quadrlpole mass filter, as predicted by theory.
The unique design of an isolation mounted system on a baseplate
proved very convenient in assembling and testing of the mass spectrom-
eter system. This in turn necessitated a thicker housing, which
increased the final weight of the system. The modular assembly
developed under this contract has been applied_ with modifications,
to the design of the four inch rod quadrupole system.
Utilization of the deflector system incorporated into the
electron multiplier has increased the dynamic range capability of
the quadrupole analyzer_. _ dynamic range exceeding 106 has been ..
easily obtained for the Phase V instrumentation.
The studies conducted under this contract have provided increased
knowledge of the operation of the quadrupole system. It thus appears
that further improvements may be made in the performance of this o
type of system.
The instruments which resulted from this developmental contract
_ have shown a capability for the applicatiun of measuring the con-
, _ stituents of both planetary and the earth's atmospheres. One of these
instruments is already scheduled for NASA's Planetary Atmosphere iExperimental Test (PAET) flight. Another system (with some veryslight modifications) has already been built for NASA LangleyResearch Center as a breadboard model for the Viking Martian Soil
Analysis experiment.
!
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APPENDIX A
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT QUADRUPOLE
MASS SPECTROMETER
iJ
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APPENDIX A
Mechanical Development Contract #30001
16 May 1969 Project Note #i
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT QUADRUPOLE MASS SPECTROMETER
1.0 OBJECTIVE:
The objective of this project note is to show the structural integrity
and the natural frequencies of the flight qL_adrupole mass spectrometer
design when subjected to the followin8 environments:
i.i Acceleration load of 150 g's.
1.2 Resonance of the spacecraft to be at approximately
400 cps with a possible amplification factor of 5.
2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS:
All area3 analyzed have been found to meet or exceed the design objectives.
2.1 Natural frequency of the system alon_ each of the three
axes. (Paragraph 3.1)
fn(X) = 3060 cps
fn(Y) = 1050 cps
fn(Z) = 1500 cps
2.2 Flexure rod assembly analysis for allowable stress levels
(paragraph L2).
1 2.3 Natural frequency of each hyperbollc rod (paragraph 3.3.2) •
fn = 2430 cps _
2.4 Rod deflection at 150 g loading (paragraph 3.2.3).
¥ = 0.00046 in.
\" 2.5 Cinch ,trap a_lyal, for allow,b1, ,traaa l_ele (paragraph 3.4).
• 3.0 ANALYSIS AND CALCULATIONS: l
!
)
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1. SCOPE
1.1 This document spectfJes the exact procedure_ to be followed in conductln8 the
acceptance testa for the Hartlsn Quadrupole, pert number _1880, hereinafter
referred to ss the unit under test (UUT).
1.2 The acceptance _ests shall _e conducted to measure end determine the ion source
and System sensitivities. Th, test parameters are specified st the mppltc;ble points
in the folly|no procedures.
2, APPLTCASI.E LX_CL_/E_;T$
2.1 The followini documents, of exact issue sho_rn, form 8 pert of this procedure
to the extent specified herein. In the event of cot,filet between this procedure
and documents referenced herein, this procedure shell severn.
HILITARY
HIL-C-_$662A Calibration Systen Itequireuente
NONt4ILITAhY
SG 0091 Geuerol Specification for Halfunctioa Reporttn|,
Analysis end Corrective Action
i_UIUTACTtnUNG DRAWINGS
A341918 Electron 14ultJplier Specification 9
E3h1880 Aemlyser Assembly
E341070 1oll Source Assembly. Duel Filmment
3. TEST CONDITIONS &qD EqUIPHENT
3.1 TEST CO.qDITIONS
3.1.1 All tests shall be conducted m_der ambient conditions unless othol_eise
specified herein.
3.2 TEST EQUIp_rNT
3.2.1 The follovin8 ltmo or their equivolor.t, ore requered to conduct the tests
specified herein. All toss equipment shall be calibrated per the appropriate
, calibration procedure m_eJ the next calfbratioe duo date shall be shown em s
celibraticm decal.
APPENDIX B
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(b) Scan the analyzer over the top of the m/e 28 r.eak using electrnn
i_un nunbsr one. end record the current arrivlns at the flret
dynode of the electron multiplier (the flrqt and second v|ndovs
shell be st -h5 Vdc) on Test Data Sheet. Record th_s scan on
• n X-Y plotter. SLLmp Test Dets Sheet.
(c) _dmit a n£troean sample to the veruun system up to 2 +1 x 10-6
torT. .cord actual pressure level on 'Fast Dots Sheet.
(d) Repeat Step (b) _bove.
(s) Itepeat Steps (e) and (d) above ua/nB electro_ Bun number rye.
(f) Compute the ion source senstti'Jity, for nltrose, for each
electron BUn, by the follominS foruule:
Z+,e(e2.,;0"6 tot,) - :+s(e. s, lO.7 tort)
Source Sensitivity -
P(C 2 x 10.6 tort) - P(B $ x 10 "7 tort)
vhe,'e :
+
128 - the current wtnsured st the first dynode of the
electron s..Itipl/sr
P - actual pressure assented 81 the levels specified above
The emission current is to be held constant Becord colculeted
source sensitivity end omission curre.t on Teat Data Sheet
" 2, Peak Shops sad Syotut Sensitivity
(e) Usin8 the t_ a electro:, suit/plier vindc_ bteein8 IX)tlmtiele,
tune the m/e 28 peak shape Nmsitorln 8 the electron mltiplier
input current vitb -2000 Vdc opplSed to the secoml dynode sad
vith the first dynJde et the electron accelerator patent/s1.
Scan o_d record the peek on the X-Y p;otter to mlyse the
peek shape Stamp Toot Data Sheet
_o) Uein8 the eanelt.vity det_Jnete_d for electroe 8us met cme.
.,1.t2""urv,the .ltipli,r BeSs vqr,. vo)t.,..tad. •ft,u,n+1 • 10 -6 tort i. the vscuuu system Do thts for
• molt/plier voltqee from -1500 to -2S00 Vdc is 2SO volt steps
' ms the second d).pode vith the socoed vtndov et 100 Tdc helov
the eocoed dynedo Scan the tt/e 28 peak of each step M_d
castrate the 881• from the peek top It_o.d cetculnted pin mL
Toot Dots Sheet.
i
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(c) By turning the electron multtp|ler volta|e-, set the total
analyzer lenlltlvlty at between $ z 10 -2 and S x 10 "1
anperes/torr.
(d) Using an air sample at 8 • 10 -7 tort in the vacumn system, acafl
iru.'e beiow u/e 28 _ abov_ m/_ 32, or =e_.wr_*_y, *_d me,lure
the peak remolution (excluding tailm). This resolution should
exceed u/m - 1/40 and is computed frou
_/.. _!_1s_7.5S
where
B ," bile width diltsnce
S - separation between the canters of the peaks.
Itlcord actual resolution on Test Data Sheet.
3. 01persttn 8 Persisters. Measure the potentLals of the followLn| elec-
trodes v/th respect to ground at the levels apectfled in the above
sections. Record sll _ata on Test _ts Sheet.
(s) Electron Gun el ACTUAL
(I) Ftlonent Shield 11 --/_O. VD
(2) Electron Focus II-A --/Z_-. V
(3) Electron Focus tl-a --t'20. V
(4) Electron Accelerator 01 _. V "
(S) Anode #I O. V
(6) l,tlamut 11 *-_Jr_. v
-:"//2-t'6- _
'-ra_:
68 k"
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5, Vll_nt Charmrterliticl, He•sure the fll_ nt current end the voltage
scroll both //laments • with all the electron Run electrodes connected
to the repeller potential• and at a total emileLon coilecte_ oia_M) ¢¢
microampere•. Record actual current and voltage _easured on Test2-_¢ m
Data Sheet. O_
valley. Record data on ieat bat• Sheet.
l
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6. DATA S_EF_T _ _r_'Jjli'f&'6_
SERIAL NUHBER_ STAMP/DAI L
P,_F. PAPA. 5 _ _2,
a. STEP
o
Z(e) X_o_d p_e_surc level _ n A °?
ACTUAL
'STA]_/DATE
(b) Current at first dynode J.Sxfa "lJ A
ACTUAL
, ,, fs-t_T
STA_PIDATE
ScAn recorded on X-Y plotte_ _ rZ-tt*_JPIT_ DAT6Z_
(c) Record pressure level .9f7 _'z t'O'?
ACTU&L
D "_ q
ST-T'_TDATE
(d) Current tt first dynode _r_"_{4_._ A
ACTUAL
,A
-'_-"'_ts_s s¢
ST_MP t'DATE
Scan recorded on X-Y plotter , ,,:> td?.t6"_
STA_ / DATF.
APPENDIX B
6. DATA SHEET (Cont)
STAMP DA/-_
-7
1(e) Record pressure level _ _. {0 ,,
ACTUAL
Current at first dynode 7_
ACTUAL
/
Scan recorded on l-Y plogter ' (Z'(G-&_
R4cord pressure level g._ tc fO_F .
ACTUAL
' (a-{_-_q>
STAHP/DATE
Current" at fflrst dynode ._'_m__A
4
/Z'16-_f
STAHP IDATE
Scan recorded on X-Y plotter qZ-/6-6_
STAMPDT_.. I_
_o7_: A_,oo_ C,/,4,ur,,7" _'.f._ ro'6 ,q,.,,,_ ,.c'1" 7.7 _ ¢o" ,,on'M,e_
(f) Calculated ion source sensltlvlr.y _f2. _M_r_bt_
ACTUAL
Zn£.s£on curremt /_O._A
_ [z.{6._f
STA/f/DATE
I
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6. DATA SHEET (Cont.)
STAHP/DA'_E
REF. PAIRA. 5
a. STEP
4(8) (Cont) ACTUAL
(&) Electron Focus |I-B __,_ A
(S) Electron Accelerator |2 _.__ A
(6) Anode /2 O. A
(7) Re,_eller (_. A
P /
TE
(b) VLth Electron Gun t2 operattn8 ACTUAL
(1) Anode 12 /._k f J _A .
(2) ELectron Accelerator 02 _Y__7___A
_11 (3) Electron Focu8 #2-A ._l___A
(&) Zlectron Focal #2-B (_, A
($) Elect.run Accelerator el ,,,_4:_,a_A
(6) Anode11 ......,..(2_.A
(7) lepeller _.._..,_,,,,e_ A
Vo_tq, /. 40 vACTUAL
Current '(,,_a_9._A
L_DT_I_ TUT F_E_TTLE_ HMLT_J
ii i i i i
P ale ! eml_ !"1.=o,
n _ ' - F-13_
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6. DATA SleET (Concluded) ' •7
S_LALmn_z_ _o Z, ' 4' _2-t_-_y
_TA_/I_A'L
IEF. P/IRA,
e. $TEP
5, (Cone)
FI lime-.: J2
volt.re _L'Y_ v
Current _L.:JLZ__A
Total emleston collected (400 uA) _.q'_- uk
' ?ta-/_-_9
6. Dynmmlc r_nse from h/sheet peak to _ /6 6
l_ut valley ACTUAL
D e
• Zest Conducted By__
bte Verlfled I_y_
co_,.,._. ,, t_/%,_. :, _, _->/J.../c.,/¢_
ocAs_/
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T
_'PL,CAT;ON REV,S,ONS
NASS-II185
UNIT SERIAL NO. O OO/._.
/7
N. lero_onms, Project l.n_Ineer
Aprro_odBye... Date6- _i:-7o
J. _'ly, Quality Assurance Engineering
• _,,_ov._,.,'-j,,..,__-_ ,- . o.,.:,.-z_,-_o•
APPENDIX C
l • SCOPE
1.1 Tilts document sprcJfies the exnet procedures to be fn|Xowed in conducLlnR tlne
acceptance tents for th,. Hnrtian Qundruno]e. part number 341880. hereinafter
rcfcrrcJ _c a_ _._ u_It _-.q_'rte_t (L:Irr)+
1.2 The acceptance teats shall be conducted to measure and determine the ion source
and Rystem sensitivities. The test psr_m_Lers are sperlfJed nt the spp|Jcah|t, pol.l_
in the follovlns procedures.
2. APPLICABLEDOCt./H/':NT_
2.1 The following documents, of exits issue shown, form s pert of this procedure
to the extent specified herein. In the event of conflict betveen thlJ proce-_ure
ot_ docuMnta r_fe_e_.c_-d h_r.a!n, this procedure shell Iovet_.
I_ILITARY
N%L-C-4$662A .' Calibration System Requirements
NONHILITARY
SC 0091 General Specification for Kelfunction Report/as,
&ulysie end Corrective Action
_UYACTUi_II_ DIAWlNGS
A341918 ELectron I_Itiplier Specifieatlon
E341MO Analyzer Assembly
13418?0 Ion Source A_em_bly, Duel PLlmnt
3. TEST CONDITIONSANDE{_UIPHENT
3.1 TEST CONDITIONS
_.1.1 A'II tests shsl'_ bc :c_ducted under ambient conditions unless _therwise
specified herein,
3.2 TUT _iP_z_rr
3.2.1 The follcNin8 Itml or their equivalent, ore required to conduct the tests
', specified herein. AI! test equipment shall be calibrated per the oppropriite
calibration procedure sad the next calibrmticm due date shall be shou_ on s
calibres ion decal.
N
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E.G.S.pply, Kepco ABC 425H
Spare Supply, Kepco ABC 425H
E.R. Supply, Kepco ARC 425M
P.I. Ref. Supply. Kcpco ABC 625H
Emission Rrq. S;!pp]y, P_w_r D_,ntAnn 600S
Oscillator "+, [):nqse._:_ar.n_q5-300_
,rOsclll.,tor,.ub_: Fllament Supply, Dressen Barnes 5-3001_
Elect|'r, _ Hultlpller Supply, John F'_,,ko 4ORA
Multiplier lot AP Supply, Northeast Scientific RE3OO2
Hu!tlplter 2nd AP Supply, 90 V Battery
4. TESE SEQUENCE AND SETUP
&. 1 TEST SEQUENCE
&.1.1 EXAMINATION OF PRODUCT. Vteually inspect the UUT for any physical discrep-
S._.C_'-ese." i_Oa,lailrles. '
&.1.2 CONPO_._ANCE TO DRAWINGS. The UUT ehsll be inspected for conforsance to
applicable drawings. In the-_vent of discrepancies or abnoruallties, ;:he documents
referenced herein shell govern.
4.1.3 FUI_CTI0:;AL TESTS. Perform all tease in the sequence specified to ensure
that the U1JT confor=8 to the design specifications:
o. Data Recordtn s. All test results are to be recorded on the test data
sheets when specified by the test procedure.
b. Failures. In the event of 8 OUT failure at eny point In the test
procedure, e.hete.t shall stop and th,/ reason for the fail.re shell be
deterlIlned, The failure shall be entered into the system log book and
the applicable failure reports shall be completed end gtven to the
co,_nlzsnt Quallty Assu_anre P,n_._ne_.r. Yhe [_T lheJl be kept in the
clean room raa_tlng disposition,
t.2 TEST SETUP
4.2.1 The testa shall be conducted ee shorn in Pijure 1, Test Setup.
5. TEST PRGCEDUI_
$.1 The follovin8 ere step-by-step procedures foe turin8 the UUT.
" a o STEP
1. los Source Seneitivtty. To ueaeure the ion 8_urct eensitivity the
follovin8 etepa shell be tailored:
(e) Adult a nitroKen ample to the vaeuuu ayateu up to 5 +1 x IO -?
torr. Record actual pressure level on Test Data Sheet.
t
!
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(b) Scan the analyzer ever the top of the m/e 28 penk using e]ectron
sun Ilumbet one, and rc, ord the current nrrlvlnK _lt the first
dynode of the electron multirltcr (the iirst and second vlndo_s
shell be _t -4S Vdc) _n Test Dots Sheet. Record this scan on
in X-Y p|otter. Stamp TeNt Data Sheet.
(e) Admit a nitroEen sample to the vacuum 8y.tem up to 2 _1 x 10-6
tort. _ecord mc[ual pr_.seure level on Test |),ttO _|ieet.
(d) Repeat Step (b) above.
(e) Repeat Steps (a) and (d) above uein S electron sun nuJtber two.
(f) COmpUte the Ion source sensitivity, for nitrogen for each
electro¢_ gun, by the follovin S fornula:
It8(_2. x 10.6 tort) - Its(_. S x 10 "? tort)
Source _ensitivity -
P(e 2 • 10°6 torr) - P(_ S • 10.7 tort)
t_ere:
I28 - the current measured st the fiYst dynode of the
electron nultiplLer.
• P - ectusl pressure measured at the ]evels specified above
The ealesien current lO to be held constant. Record calculated
source sensitivity end emisston currier on Test Data Sheet. J
2, Pe -b Shape end Systet SensitivLty
(e) UoLn8 the two electron nultLplier vindou biasins potsotisl8.
tune the n/e 28 peck shape Honitorln 8 the electron uultipller
input current vith -2_00 Vdc applied to the second dynode and
vith the first dynode et the electron accelerator potential
Scan sod record the peak on the X-Y plotter to analyze the
peak _t_jpe. Steep Test Ditl Sheet.
(b) Usin8 the sensitivity determined for electrem Run ,ember oN.
,,ur, the uultipli,r lain v, rsu8 volt,Re osiris Do thief" nttr°"or
sample st 2 +1 z 10 -6 totr in the vacuum cystem.
multiplier voltiSeS from -1500 to -2500 Vde In 230 volt steps
on the second dynode vtth the seco_dutedov at 100 Vdc helm*
the ceco_d dynode. Scan the ale 28 peek of each step and
eemlmte the lain frou the peek top. Record calculated 8sin on
Teals Date Sheet.
88
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(C) Ry turnzng thr electron multiplier voltngee, set the total
enalyxer Ot'ntl|¢Jv|ty at betwt'en 5 x 10-2 and 5 x |0 "|
empereo/torr.
(d) being en _[r *_;,|e at $ x 10-7 torr J. th,. va_uu, oySt_m, sr,*v_
frOm helov m/e 28 to nbove el© 32. or ronw.tst, ly. _nd _e_t_ur_.
the peak resolution (excluding tails). This reAolutlon nhould
exceed m/m - l/4O And Is computed from
1B
vhere
• " baae _|dLh distance
S - separation between the centers of the,peaks.
Record a_tual resolution on Test Data Sheet.
3. Operating Parameters. Heesure th_ potentials of the fo11._ing elec-
trodee vith respect to Sround et the levels specified An the above
ee_tions. Record all date on Test Data Sheet.
(a) [lectron Gun I1 ACTUAL
(X) rtl,-,ent Shield 11" --|qt'_ VP
(2) Electron Focus /I-A _'t_'_V
($) Electron Focus /I-| _--_V
c,) _...o.A.ale,s,ot #i _D ______v
(S) Anode el _.___V
(6) FilAment #1 _ _,,_V
IMrA_f_
APPENDIX C
, (b) ZXectron Gun #2 ACTUAL
(x) rlxe.cnt Shield 02 --(_2._ V
(a) ..o.o. rocu.,Z-A - --i_0'_
(3) Electron Focun #2-E _[2_._ V
(A) Electron Accelerator #2 ___V
(5) Anode 12 (_V
(6) FLllaent t2 __.V
STAH_IDAT[(C) ]o_ Source ACTUAL
(1) lepeXl.r --_(:_ V
(2) _:celerator --_V
(3) _. focus A -._._v
• (*) :o. voc.,, -l__q !"
(s) _o,,X, --3/_ / v
141 _
(1) Qe6d sl_ _v
1,1 _lectroaHultt_ller
(1) m_,, _1 st,,, ,.___ -If_'O v
(2) m,._ ez It,, _7__ -LooO v "
APPENDIX C
__. q_ ml,-m J,,__ . . ml • ill .
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5, Filament Characterl.tles. Hea_ure the filament current and the Volta_
I acroal both f£1ament_, with all the _lectron R.n e]rctlodee eonn,'_ted
to the repeller potential, and at a total emlnulon collected of 250
itcroamperea. Record actual t_rrent and voltage men_urecr on Test
Data Sheet.
&. -_nllmlc kange. _eHs_rc _h_ Avn*mle rsnRe from hl_hest peak to love_t
valley. Recora anca on _ea. _.La 3_,.L_. t_Pv..... r,,. ,.;*_, ,z.._ ;_:.1, I,.ll, •
voltn?e, nnoOe "urront no hl_her tllan 30 +2 mlcroamp_ and l)re_tsrt •
no higher than 2 +1 x 10-6 torr as required Co: maximum dynamic range
or over l0 _.
f_
--_ .... A --_ _-i ! _"
A-341269
pm_rf R.f 11
|_ ,
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6. DATA $11E_T
SERZ_mn¢_x000[ _.f_ _/7o
g" --ST_A'--':_.
IICF. IA, A 5 CUN #!
• , ST_P
_a.Aueu.
*/_ho
"- STAMP/DATL
(b) Current *c f1,st aynoa, _._.._t0 "r_ A
ACTUAl.
.' __ _ STAMP/DATE
Scan recorded on X-¥ plotter _ 1 STAMP_A_TJ 1_
(c) uco,ap,c,,_,eX-veX I'!_L0-_m_--
ACTUAL
' _ g-,flo
f./ ST'_P/DATE
(d) Current at tJ.r.t dynode q-_O'l_A
ACTUAL
%,17_
ken recorded on X-Y pXottet _f_ [4/I_STA_/ hATE
AC_ANCE TEST PROCEDUEEFOP. HARTIAX (_DILUPO£E
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W
, _ m m
5, DATA ,_HF.I'T (Cone)
SERIAL HUMBER _L_O ( _0
- - 8_ STEP .......... _-_ _0 -2(.) Peak .c{_er or'men_u,cu
on Kvlthlcy. _
-_Wd_A (b) r'1"ula''d ' "in fr°_ "e'k ton
(-./e 28) J_._-,'n_a..eq I_--.I_H_6S
- i qq..,f- -zsoovat t.OS_ (o-a'_._ ,._.q(,,_ 10_ rACTUAL
t1_O z7so Vdc _ _ tO-s _P_ 2._' Y/0 _
-- ACTUAL f
- 2.0_o -zoooVd,-. 1,6_ _eo"7 t_,,,e_ _._ V fO.tACTUAL
-L_o _ -22sov,,,. 4.¢ V¢o"7 /0_,l,_ 1.q_,,_l_oACTUAL
z_oo 25oovdc I_ }_lo"&,/4_ g _ g/o _"AC2'_'A_'
4" S,_Jr/DA,_
(_) ,.._ r..olu.o°.,ou,d._.._ gq2.q
,.,,0,./..,,' ,' _r._" (0 _ *="^(;/_'/-/0
STAt_/DATE
$. _i te_.ent #1
,,o,.,. ,.ACTUAL
Current _._ _O A
AC1'UAL
ACCEPTANCE Tt:ST PROCEDUI_ FOR 14AIrrlAN QUAD._UI'OI,E
12 ,,r
" ,_
mm
,r
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6. DATASLIEST(Conc]udcd) _/+_SE.tALNU_EX___COZ 0
- STAJ'IJ' / DA+IL
R.EF. PA.RA. 5
• . STEP -++ , ..............
._. (Cont)
Current I-_2- A
Total emlJslon coI!¢ct©d (250 _A) _+-_) _A
+,_,,+,,n+y ,3C_u ACTUAL
¢/_--..- q
+1N+
+_e+++_._+(.] O' rv
_) Concurze.c+ By
DCAS _R
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